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Despite recent storms, Phase Two is expected to conclude July 3rd. Specific impacts for this phase are outlined below and are
unchanged from the previous week including the runway closure period (12:35AM to 5:00AM). TWY A between the southern
boundary of the current phase up to but not including the RWY 32 run-up will also continue to be closed during non-tower hours
(9:00PM to 6:00AM) during the remainder of Phase Two.
Portions of the Phase Four work incorporated into this phase and continuing into the next phase are focused on the new vehicle
roadway that will run parallel to the new TWY C (currently a taxilane) as well as taxiway edge improvements. Although most of
the work currently taking place in this phase does not substantially impact aircraft or vehicle operations, extreme caution should
be exercised in the area as the work is adjacent to these surfaces and there is a good deal of construction activity and traffic.
Please review the specific impacts for the week below under PHASE FOUR IMPACTS as well as the attached drawing.
Some Phase Five work will continue to be incorporated into this and the next phase utilizing the runway closure periods to
accomplish the shoulder work for the new configuration and lighting improvements of the existing A5, A6, and A7 taxiways. See
PHASE FIVE IMPACTS below.
Phase Three work will begin Monday, July 9th. Next week’s update will describe the impacts for that phase which involves the
closure of TWY A from the new TWY A2 south, to and including A1 and the run-up pad. There are 42 days scheduled for this
phase but only 15 days of runway closures.
PHASE TWO IMPACTS


Daily runway and taxiway closures (Monday through Friday) are planned to the end of Phase Two which is scheduled
for Tuesday, July 3rd, barring any significant weather events or other unplanned incidents.



During runway closures, the ILS is placed out of service at 4:00PM the afternoon before the scheduled closure and
placed back in service at 6:00AM, one hour after the runway and taxiways re-open. Shutdown of the lighting aids that
are under pilot control during non-tower hours (both PAPIs, 32 REIL, and ALS, coincide with the runway and taxiway
closures (12:35AM to 5:00AM).



Gate positions 1A and 1C are not available for use by aircraft during this.



There is a modified vehicle route and relocated SIDA line along the northeast edge of the Phase Two construction
area. The adjusted route is lighted and barricaded but please pay attention and use caution in the area.



Back-taxiing will be required for many aircraft operations. The attached diagram provides some indication of taxi
routes around the immediate area of construction and the bullet points below expand this guidance:
o Commercial aircraft landing RWY 14 will either need to exit at TWY A4 then A to the terminal ramp or do a 180°
turn on the runway back to A4. They also have the option of exiting at the end to do a 180° turn in the run-up
area, traffic permitting. Aircraft landing 32 should be minimally affected.
o Commercial aircraft taking off on RWY 32 will have to enter TWY A to the north of the construction area and
enter the runway at TWY A4 to back-taxi to the end. Minimal impact will be encountered for commercial aircraft
departing 14.

o General aviation aircraft taking off on RWY 32 will also need to back-taxi if needing the full length. Approximately
4,938FT of runway remains if aircraft choose to depart RWY 32 at TWY A4. Aircraft departing RWY 14 will not
be affected.
o Aircraft operating from the cargo ramp will not be affected if taking off RWY 32. If taking off on RWY 14, they will
need to back-taxi on the runway from TWY A1 to A4. Aircraft landing RWY 14 will roll out to A1 before exiting
and aircraft landing RWY 32 will need to do a 180° or exit and re-enter the runway to back-taxi to TWY A1.


TWY A between the southern boundary of the current phase of construction, up to the RWY 32 run-up pad, will be
closed every day at 9:00PM (when the Tower closes) with lighted barricades placed up to but not including the run-up
pad. The barricades will be removed at 6:00AM when the Tower re-opens.



Construction equipment traffic will be accessing the construction area of Phase Two via perimeter gate 34C and a gate
guard will be posted to facilitate ALL traffic through the gate when construction is taking place.

PHASE FOUR IMPACTS


Paving in the current work areas between the current TWY C and Jet Center will begin Tuesday night, June 26th at
9:00PM. Aircraft and vehicle traffic should see minimal impact but be aware of the increased activity and use extreme
caution around the construction sites as well as the construction traffic using perimeter gates 6 (end of Nebula Way)
and 2 (north hangar area entrance) to access the area.



The taxilane and corner of Jet Center’s apron within the yellow box depicted on the attached PHASE FOUR drawing
will be closed for approximately two hours Tuesday morning, June 26th for grinding of the surface in preparation for the
paving beginning that night but the exact time has not yet been established. A NOTAM will be issued for the closure
that morning. Once the grinding is complete, the surface will be reopened to aircraft and vehicles but closed again at
9:00PM that night for paving. Aircraft going to/from the Rogue Valley Hangars after 9:00PM will need to use TWYs A
and C3 during the window of time the runway/taxiways are still open. North Hangar area tenants will need to use TWY
C and the taxilane south of TWY A6. If taxiing under power will be an issue during this window, please make
arrangements with your FBO for tow.

PHASE FIVE IMPACTS


Electrical trenching and excavation is being performed during the runway closure periods on the edge and shoulders of
the existing TWY A6. Use of the taxiway outside of the closure period will not be affected but edge lighting on the
affected side will be unavailable at times. Any excavation or trenching on the shoulder will be plated if necessary.
Appropriate NOTAMs will be issued during this work when needed.

ADDITIONAL IMPACTS


TWY C3 (connecting the Rogue Valley Hangar taxilane with TWY A) is open and available for use by GA aircraft.



Please listen to the full ATIS broadcasts before taxiing as they include a briefing on the status of the affected
movement areas and alternate taxi routing. In addition, the added congestion may impact the ability of tower
personnel to provide coordination for practice approaches and/or pattern work so please be flexible when requesting
those options and be prepared for restrictions when necessary to mitigate the congestion.

ALWAYS CHECK NOTAMs for any last minute changes as it’s not always possible to provide this update in conjunction with
each change!
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Airport Operations at 541-776-7228.
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LGTD BARRICADES

Due to modifications to the work area of Phase One, the northern boundary of Phase Two is further south than is depicted on this drawing and also barricaded at an angle.
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